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1. Introduction   

The Internet of Things (IoT) is a collection of things embedded with electronics, software, sensors, 

actuators, and connected via the Internet to collect and exchange data with each other. There is a variety of 

common IoT applications, including smart home, smart city, smart grid, and smart health, among others 

[1]. Besides, the IoT provides connectivity for anyone at any time and place to anything at any time and 

place, therefore links real life and physical activities with the virtual world [2].   

FIWARE1 is an emerging IoT platform, funded by the European Comission (EU), which is pushing for an 

ecosystem providing APIs and open source implementations for lightweight and simple means to gather, 

publish, query and suscribe context-based, real-time “things” information [3]. FIWARE provides cloud 

hosting services based on OpenStack technology and a catalog of components called Generic Enablers2, 

which are open standard APIs offering a number of general-purpose functions, therefore, it facilitates the 

development of smart applications in multiple sectors [4]. FIWARE is based on the Open Mobile Alliance 

Next Generation Service Interfaces (OMA NGSI) Context Management standard to manage and exchange 

information [5]. In this sense, the most important FIWARE GE is the Orion Context Broker (OCB), which 

is essentially a REST API based on OMA NGSI. The OCB consists of a MongoDB database with an NGSI 

REST API on top of it. It allows the creation of all necessary entities and it does not require any database 

schema. All entities are stored in a normalized way in one MongoDB collection.  A powerful feature of the 

OCB, is the capability to create several subscriptions to events, this allows to react to changes in the data 

stored, for example, it is possible to create the subscriptions “inform me, whenever a new entity is created” 

or “inform me, whenever the temperature in room 212 exceeds 25 degrees Celsius”. This functionality to 

create subscriptions facilitates the implementation of smart applications, based on IoT technology [6]. It is 

important to point out that more than 100 European cities are already using FIWARE, most of them for 

mobility solutions, however, one of the main issues of FIWARE, as well as of most of current smart city 

platforms, it’s that they are programming-based approaches, where solutions are generated starting from 

low design levels [7].  

In this paper, we present an IoT smart plant, called Rachel, which sense its environment through some 

sensors (soil moisture sensor, temperature sensor, relative humidity sensor, infrared sensor and light sensor 

photoresistor). FIWARE data models have been used to represent the information generated by the sensors. 

Using an electronic display, Rachel shown its state, which most of the time is a happy face and when 

somebody comes to see her, her heart starts beating. The IoT plant can turn on a ventilator if she feels heat, 

turn on a lamp if there is no light, it shows a sad face and turn on the irrigation system if she is thirsty. All 
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sensors data are sent to Green Route application [7, 8, 9], a SmartSDK3 product focused into help the user 

to determine routes, taking into account information about traffic, weather and air quality.   

2. Background  

In this section some relevant FIWARE concepts related to the Rachel IoT prototype are explained.  

Orion Context Broker (OCB). The Orion Context 

Broker is a key component of FIWARE to enable the 

data context ingestion and also to enable the 

subscription of applications to the data context. The 

main concept of the Context Broker is that data 

context producer can generate information and 

placed this in the cloud, without a  

previous knowledge of the users or application   

that will use the data [10, 11, 12, 13]. In this case, Image 1. Logical Architecture of the Orion Context Broker [11] for example, 

Rachel send her information to the  

Cloud, and later on, the Green Route application receive the information. In this context, the Orion Context 

Broker is a bridge that enable external applications to manage for IoT devices in a transparent and easy 

manner, hidden the complexity of managing the capture of the data.  Image 1 shows a logical architecture 

of the OCB with its main components and interactions with other actors. Orion Context Broker allows 

developers to manage all the  whole lifecycle of context information including updates, queries, 

registrations and subscriptions. The Orion Context Broker allows register context elements and manages 

them through updates and queries. In addition, the context information could be subscribed in order to 

receive some notification when the context element change. The OCB supports two ways of 

communications: Push communication when the producer of data context send data to the OCB, and Pull 

communication when a user or an application consume information stored in the OCB [10, 11, 12, 13].  

  

FIWARE NGSI Specification. The standard NGSI v2 of FIWARE is intended to manage the entire 

lifecycle of context information, including updates, queries, registrations, and subscriptions. The FIWARE 

NGSI (Next Generation Service Interface) API defines [10, 14]:  

• A data model for context information, based on a simple information model using the notion of context 

entities.  

• A context data interface for exchanging information by means of query, subscription, and update 

operations.  

• A context availability interface for exchanging information on how to obtain context information.  

The main elements in the NGSI data model are context entities, attributes and metadata (Image 2). 

Following, each one of these NGSI elements are presented in detail.  

Context entities, or simply entities, are 

the center of gravity in the FIWARE 

NGSI information model.  

An entity represents a thing, i.e., any  

physical or logical object (e.g., a  sensor, 

a person, a room, an issue in a   

ticketing system, etc.). Each entity has Image 2. The main elements in the NGSI data model [14] an entity id. Furthermore, 

the type system of FIWARE NGSI enables entities to have an entity type. Entity types are semantic types; 

they are intended to describe the type of thing represented by the entity. Each entity is uniquely identified 

by the combination of its id and type.  

Context attributes are properties of context entities. In the NGSI data model, attributes have an attribute 

name, an attribute type, an attribute value and metadata.  

• The attribute name describes what kind of property the attribute value represents of the entity, for 

example current speed.  

• The attribute type represents the NGSI value type of the attribute value. Note that FIWARE NGSI has 

its own type system for attribute values, so NGSI value types are not the same as JSON types.  

• The attribute value finally contains: the actual data, optional metadata describing properties of the 

attribute value like e.g. accuracy, provider, or a timestamp.  



Context metadata are used in FIWARE NGSI in several places, one of them being an optional part of the 

attribute value. Similar to attributes, each piece of metadata has:  

• A metadata name, describing the role of the metadata in the place where it occurs; for example, the 

metadata accuracy indicates the metadata value describes how accurate a given attribute value is.  

• A metadata type, describing the NGSI value type of the metadata value.  A metadata value containing 

the actual metadata.   

  

3. Experimental  

In this section, the process to build the IoT smart plant based on FIWARE is presented. This section also 

describes the main components of the IoT plant.  

  

Application design   

The application design involves the construction of the circuit, which connects all the necessary 

components, so that the application can perform specific actions. In Image 3, the schematic diagram of the 

application is presented, including all the components used to build the circuit.  

  

  
  

Image 3. Schematic diagram of the prototype  

  



Application construction  

The application construction was carried out by using the components represented in the schematic diagram. 

At the same time, the code that allows the application to execute different actions was developed in the 

Arduino IDE. In the Image 4, a photograph of the application is shown, and the components are briefly 

described below:  

• Arduino Mega 2560 and WiFi Shield. These components are used for the processing of all the 

sensors values, also to manipulate the electrical components: lamp, ventilator and irrigation system, 

and finally, to send the values to the Orion Context Broker.  

• 8x8 LED Matrix with MAX7219. This component is used to show, as default, a happy face in the 

electronic display. Then, a sad face is shown when the soil moisture sensor has a value that represents 

dry ground, and a heart beating is shown when the infrared sensor has a value that represents the 

presence of an object, in this case, we assume that a person is getting close to Rachel.  

• Soil Moisture sensor FC28. This component is used to measure the humidity of the ground, where 

Rachel is seeded. If the soil moisture sensor has a value that represents dry ground, a sad face is 

shown in the LED Matrix. There are two possible scenarios: in the first one, the irrigation system 

turn on until the value of the sensor represents wet ground; in the second one, the irrigation system 

stay off in order to bring the user the opportunity to interact with Rachel and give her water. In both 

cases, when the sensor represents wet ground, the happy face appears in the LED Matrix.  

• Temperature sensor. This component is used to 

measure the temperature of the environment, and 

if the value exceeds 25°C the ventilator turns on, 

simulating that Rachel is hot, and when the 

temperature is under 25°C the ventilator turns off 

and remains off until the temperature rises.  

• Light sensor photoresistor. This component is 

used to identify if there is light or not in the 

Rachel environment. If there is no light the lamp 

turns on, simulating that Rachel needs  

light to grow. If there is light, the lamp turns   off 

and remains off until there is no light. Image 4. Rachel 

IoT smart plant  

• Infrared sensor. This component is used to  identify if there is an object in front of Rachel. We 

assume that it is a person getting close to Rachel, and the LED Matrix shows a heart beating. When 

the person goes, appears a happy face on the LED Matrix, and the happy face remains until another 

event happened.  

• Relative Humidity Sensor DHT11. This component is used to measure de humidity of the 

environment. This value only is sent to the Orion Context Broker and it is shown in the LCD Display.  

• 4 Channel 5V Relay Module. This component is used to turn on and turn off the electrical 

components, according to the values provided by the sensors.  

• Display LCD 2x16. This component is used to show the values of the sensors. So, any person who 

is nearby to Rachel could see the values of the sensors.  

  

Application data model design  

In the application data model design, an entity based on the AirQualityObserved4 FIWARE data model, has 

been created, with the purpose to send the Rachel information to the OCB. In Image 5, the Rachel entity 

data model, is presented. The “id” field uniquely identifies the entity. The “type” field establish the data 

model, in this case AirQualityObserved. The “address” field specify the address in which Rachel is located. 

The “dateObserved” field shows the date and hour when the data was sent to the OCB. The “location” field 

specify the coordinates where Rachel is located. The “source” field establish the data source; in this case, 
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the data is obtained from the Racel IoT Application. And, finally the “relativeHumidity”, “temperature”, 

“soilMoisture”, “Light” and “Presence” fields shows the values of the sensors measurement.  

   

  

Subscription to the Rachel entity on the OCB  

Finally, a subscription at the OCB has been created. The subscription is a JSON to define the entity from 

we want to obtain the information. The data in the entity that must change in order to send the request and 

the url of the service that is going to receive the information. Therefore, this subscription allows sending 

the data to the Green Route Application. When the values of the sensor measurement changes in the Rachel 

entity registered in the OCB, the Green Route Application will get an asynchronous notification. This way, 

it is not necessary to continuously repeat query requests. The elements of the Subscription to the Rachel 

entity are shown in Image 6.  

The “entities” field specify the entity from which we need 

to receive notifications. The “condition” field contains the 

attributes that must change to send the notification. The 

“notification” field specify where the notification will be 

sent. The “attrs” field specify the values that will be sent, 

could be one or more attributes of the entity. The “expires” 

field specify the date when the subscription will stop 

working. Finally, the “throttling” field specify the minimal 

period of time in seconds which must elapse between two 

consecutive notifications.  

  

    
 Image 5. Rachel 

entity data model    Image 6. Subscription to 

the Rachel entity  

  

4. Results and Discussion  

The Internet of Things is an integral part of the Internet of the Future along with other technological trends 

like Big Data, Cloud Computing, Mobile Computing and Augmented Reality. In addition, this type of 

projects allows bringing life to objects and allows them interacting with their environment in an autonomous 

way, without the needing of human being help. The Rachel IoT application allows to process information 

and modify its environment, and to send data to the cloud in an autonomously way by using sensors and 

the FIWARE platform.   

The FIWARE platform, brings tools to avoid the constantly execution of requests to obtain the changes on 

the sensors measures. As soon as a value changes, automatically, through the subscription to the Orion 

{  
 "description": "Rachel IoT Prototype",  
 "subject": {  
 "entities": [  
  {  
   "id": "Rachel",  
   "type": "AirQualityObserved"  
  }  
 ],  
  "condition": {  
  "attrs": [ "relativeHumidity",  
  "temperature",  
  "soilMoisture",  
  "Light",  
  "Presence"]  
  }  
 },  
  "notification": {    
"http": {    "url":  
"http://www.greenroute.com:8080/notifications",  
   "method": "POST"  
   },  
   "attrsFormat": "keyValues",  
   "attrs": [ "id"  
  "relativeHumidity",  
  "temperature",  
  "soilMoisture",  
  "Light",  
  "Presence"]  
   },  
  "expires": "2020-04-05T14:00:00.00Z",  
  "throttling": 1  
}  

{  
  "id": "Rachel",  
  "type": "AirQualityObserved",  
  "address": {  
    "addressCountry": "MX",  
    "addressLocality": "Ciudad de México",  
    "streetAddress": "Av. San Fernando 37"  
  },  
  "dateObserved": "2016-03-15T11:00:00",  
  "location": {  
    "type": "Point",  
    "coordinates": [19.2914188,-99.165384]  
  },  
  "source": "Rachel IoT Application",  
  "relativeHumidity": 0.54,  
  "temperature": 12.2,  
  "soilMoisture": 900,  
  "Light": 1,  
  "Presence": 1  
}  

  



Context Broker, Rachel sends the values to the endpoint designed to receive the notifications. In this case, 

the values are sent to the Green Route application; in the Image 7, an example of the data is shown. 

However, it is possible to build any kind of applications in order to use or show the data. Moreover, a 

generic data model is used, thus, it is easier to share and publish de data. Anyone can use the data published 

in the OCB, and use it in their own applications.  

  
  

Image 7. Rachel IoT data in the Green Route application  

  

5. Conclusions  

The FIWARE platform offers data models and services that simplifies the handling of the data. Therefore, 

it is possible to develop different kind of intelligent applications by using FIWARE, and, thus share 

information in the cloud and automate processes. In addition, using the FIWARE data models makes easier 

the consumption of data by any application. The Rachel IoT smart plant is an example of how the 

information from several kind of sensors can be shared using FIWARE technologies, and how the 

information can be used in a specific application, like Green Route, an open platform for smart mobility.  
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